PARQ BY PARKSEN
GREEN, SMART & CONNECTED CITY PLATFORM
Seeing the cities of the world deteriorating due to high levels of congestion and
emissions, Parksen is creating the answer to all of the economical, emotional and
physical problems that this brings with it. By utilizing the Ethereum blockchain,
creating transparent smart contracts and releasing our own PARQ tokens, we aim
to create a universal platform and real-time app for a variety of stakeholders with
the end-goal of creating green, smart & connected cities that do no shy from
using cryptocurrencies.

WHAT IS PARKSEN’S GOAL?
The Parksen City Platform will use IoT devices, sensors, drivers, compa

-

nies and municipalities to gather data and map out where the worst
congestion takes place and which circumstances are causing it. This data
will be used in the accompanying real-time Parksen parking app, which
will then provide drivers of all kind (public transportation, emergency
services, etc) with information on how to best avoid these areas. Infor

-

mation will also be shared with local municipalities so that they might
structurally improve their city infrastructure.
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HOW WILL
PARKSEN BE USED?
The Parksen parking app will be used by
drivers worldwide to offer and obtain
parking spots in advance, while the
Parksen City Platform is going to be the
driving force behind smart city innova

-

tion and green, sustainable initiatives.
The PARQ token will be the payment
method of choice for all parking activi ties and city development actions.

WHO IS BEHIND PARKSEN?
The Parksen parking app has been functional in the Netherlands and was chosen to be the most affordable option by the Dutch Consumer
Association in 2017. However, the Parksen/PARQ ICO team was formed a year ago and exists out of veteran internet entrepreneurs
transportation industry professionals, urban and sustainable city planners, IT-professionals with a background in Dutch Ministries of
Defense and Justice, seasoned and tech-oriented marketing personnel and forward-thinking developers.

Eddie Postma
CEO & FOUNDER

Arjan Douwes
SENIOR DEVELOPER
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Massimo Bensi
SENIOR DEVELOPER

Paul Heath
CHIEF SECURITY OFFICER

An exceptionally experienced Azure

Paul Heath, worked for the Dutch

solution architect and developer from
Italy, Massimo joined Parksen to assist in
the creation of our Smart, Green and
Connected City Platform. His experience
as senior software developer at a rivaling
parking app makes him a perfect fit, and
so does his experience working on
blockchain and smart contract
development.

Our very own certified ethical hacker,
Ministry of Justice as a migration
specialist before becoming a senior
developer at the Ministry of Defense.
From there he moved on to the parking
industry and Amsterdam municipality as
a senior technical consultant, before
finally landing at KPN, one of the largest
telecom companies in the Netherlands,
as a solutions architect.

TOKEN DETAILS

AVAILABLE FOR
PUBLIC SALE

250.000.000 PARQ

We will reserve 20% of the total supply for our Smart City
Development Fund, which will be used to help cities
integrate IoT sensors in their own infrastructure.

TOKEN FORMAT:

ERC20 Standard

PAYMENT MECHANISM: Ether / Bitcoin / PayPal/ Fiat Currencies
PRE-SALE START DATE
01 – 06 – 2018
PRE-SALE END DATE
After 50.000.000 PARQ have been sold
PUBLIC SALE START DATE
After pre-sale has been concluded
PUBLIC SALE END DATE
A year after the public sale starts

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PARKSEN, THE PARQ TOKEN, OUR WHITEPAPER
AND OUR UPCOMING PRE- AND PUBLIC SALE, PLEASE VISIST:
HTTPS:///WWW.PARQTOKEN.com
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